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Ni–P alloy–multiwalled carbon nanotube �MWCNT� composite films were fabricated by an electrodeposition technique, and their
microstructure, hardness, and frictional properties were analyzed. Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films containing 20–22 atom %
P and 0.7–1.2 mass % MWCNTs were electrodeposited from a composite plating bath. MWCNTs were embedded relatively
uniformly in the Ni–P alloy matrix. The hardness of the composite films was higher than that of the Ni–P alloy films, both before
and after heat-treatment, and the friction coefficient of the composite films was lower than that of the Ni–P alloy films.
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Carbon nanotubes �CNTs�1,2 have excellent mechanical charac-
teristics, such as high tensile strength and high elastic modulus, as
well as high thermal and electrical conductivity. Therefore, research
into practical applications of CNTs, such as resin–CNT, ceramic–
CNT, and metal–CNT composites, has been actively pursued.3-5 Re-
cently, the fabrication of metal–CNT composites has been attempted
using an electrodeposition technique.6,7 The present authors and oth-
ers have also reported the fabrication and properties of electrodepos-
ited metal–CNT composite films, such as Cu–CNT 8,9 and
Ni–CNT.10-12 However, fabrication of CNT composite films by an
electroless plating technique has also been reported.13-17 Li et al.
reported the friction and wear behavior of Ni–P alloy–CNT compos-
ite coatings;13 the wear resistance and friction coefficient of the
composite coating were lower than those of the Ni–P coating. Yang
et al. reported that the corrosion resistance of the Ni–P alloy–CNT
composite coating was higher than that of the Ni–P coating.14 There-
fore, Ni–P alloy–CNT composite coatings are useful for practical
applications, but no research on the fabrication of such coatings by
electrodeposition has been reported. Electroless plating has several
advantages over electrodeposition, such as the ability to produce a
uniform film thickness and the capability of coating the insulator.
Unfortunately, electroless plating also has several disadvantages,
such as a chemically unstable plating bath and a relatively high
temperature required to increase deposition speed. Coating mechani-
cal components requires high productivity and low cost. So, we
investigated the fabrication of Ni–P alloy–CNT composite coatings
by electrodeposition.

In the present study, Ni–P alloy–multiwalled carbon nanotube
�MWCNT� composite films were fabricated using an electrodeposi-
tion technique, and the microstructure and characteristics of the
composite films were investigated. Commercially available
MWCNTs were used without pretreatment.

Experimental

Commercially available �Showa Denko Co., Ltd.� vapor-grown
MWCNTs were used in the present study, obtained via catalyst-
assisted chemical vapor deposition and heat-treated at 2800°C in Ar
for 30 min. The MWCNTs were typically 100–200 nm in diameter
and 20 �m long. A Ni–P alloy plating bath �1 M NiSO4·6H2O
+ 0.2 M NiCl2·6H2O + 0.5 M H3BO3 + 1 M H3PO3
+ 0.5 M C6H5Na3O7� was used as the base bath. The MWCNTs
did not disperse uniformly in the base bath; therefore, homogeneous
dispersion of 2–10 g dm−3 MWCNTs was obtained by the addition
of 0.2–1.0 � 10−4 M polyacrylic acid �mean molecular weight of
5000; PA5000� as a dispersion agent to the base bath while stirring.
Plating was performed at 50°C with aeration under galvanostatic
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conditions �current density: 5 A dm−2; electric charge:
360 C cm−2�. A commercially available electrolytic cell �model I,
Yamamoto-Ms Co., Ltd., 65 � 65 � 95 mm� was employed for
electrodeposition. The volume of the plating bath was 250 cm3. A
pure copper plate �C1020P� and a stainless steel plate �SUS304�
with an exposed surface area of 10 cm2 �3 � 3.3 cm� were used as
the substrates. A pure nickel plate was used as the anode. The phos-
phorus content was determined using an electron-probe microana-
lyzer �EPMA-1610, Shimadzu Seisakusho Co.�. The MWCNT con-
tent of the composite films was directly weighed; thick Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite films ��2 g� were prepared, and the nickel-
alloy matrix of the composite films was subsequently dissolved in
hot nitric acid. The MWCNTs in the nitric acid solution were then
filtered, dried, and weighed. Heat-treatment of the deposits was per-
formed using an IR heating furnace �minilamp annealer, MILA-
3000, ULVAC-RIKO Inc.� at 400°C for 1 h under vacuum. A phase
structure analysis of the deposits was performed using an X-ray
diffractometer �XRD, XRD-6000, Shimadzu Seisakusho Co.�. Sur-
face morphology and cross-sectional texture were observed using a
field-emission scanning electron microscope �JSM-7000F, JEOL�. A
cross-sectional polisher �SM-09010, JEOL� was used to prepare
cross-section samples for observation. Hardness testing of the de-
posits was performed using a Vickers microhardness tester �DUH-
201, Shimadzu Seisakusho Co.� on the cross-section samples. The
friction properties of the films were measured using a ball-on-plate-
type reciprocating friction abrasion test machine �MMS-2419, Nis-
sho Denki Co.� with a 6.1 mm diameter alumina ball �Hv = 1500�
as the countersurface. The reciprocating friction stroke was 8 mm,
and the tests were conducted under a normal load of 2 N. The
sliding speed was 0.5 mm s−1, and the number of cycles was 50.
All measurements were performed under ambient conditions with-
out a lubricant.

Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the effect of the MWCNT concentration in the
plating baths on the MWCNT content in the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT
composite films. The phosphorus content of the films is also shown.
The MWCNT content of the composite films increased with increas-
ing MWCNT concentration in the plating baths and reached a maxi-
mum value of 1.19 mass %. However, the phosphorus content of the
composite films was approximately constant at 20–25 atom %, re-
gardless of the MWCNT concentration in the plating bath, although
the phosphorus content of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films
was slightly lower than that of the Ni–P alloy film. This was attrib-
uted to the adsorption of polyacrylic acid in the composite plating
bath onto the cathode, which had affected the codeposition of phos-
phorus. In this investigation, the effect of varying phosphorus con-
tent in the deposited films �20–25 atom %� was assumed to be neg-
ligible.

Figure 2 shows the surface and cross-sectional SEM images of
the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films electrodeposited from
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plating baths containing various concentrations of MWCNTs. The
roughness and nonuniformity of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite
films increased with increasing MWCNT concentration. Large clus-
ters of MWCNTs were observed on the surface of composite films
electrodeposited from baths with higher concentrations of
MWCNTs. These results show that the MWCNTs cohered and
formed secondary particles in composite plating baths with
MWCNT concentrations over 2 g dm−3.

Figure 3 shows enlarged cross-sectional SEM images of the Ni–P
alloy–0.7 mass % MWCNT composite film �the concentration of
MWCNTs in the plating bath was 2 g dm−3� before and after heat-
treatment, where the black dots are cross sections of MWCNTs. No

Figure 1. Variation in MWCNT content of the electrodeposited film and that
of phosphorus content in the electrodeposited film with MWCNT concentra-
tion in the plating bath.

Figure 2. ��a�–�c�� Surface and ��d�–�f�� cross-sectional SEM images of the
Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films. MWCNT concentration in the plating
bath: �a� 2, �b� 5, �c� 10, �d� 2, �e� 5, and �f� 10 g dm−3.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional SEM images of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT compos-
ite film �a� before and �b� after heat-treatment. MWCNT concentration in the
plating bath: 2 g dm−3.
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change in microtexture was observed between the samples before
and after heat-treatment. Voids and gaps between the Ni–P matrix
and the MWCNTs were not observed in either SEM image.

Figure 4 shows the XRD patterns of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT
composite film before and after heat-treatment. Before heat-
treatment, a broad peak assigned to nickel was observed at around
45°. After heat-treatment, the weak sharp peaks were assigned to
nickel, and the strong sharp peaks were assigned to Ni3P. According
to the Ni–P binary alloy phase diagram, Ni–P alloys consist of face-
centered cubic nickel and tetragonal Ni3P in the phosphorus content
range from 0 to 25 atom % at room temperature. Therefore, these
results show that the metastable amorphous phase transformed to a
stable crystalline phase.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the MWCNT content in the Ni–P
alloy–MWCNT composite films on the hardness of the films before
and after heat-treatment. The hardness of the Ni–P alloy film and the
Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films was increased by heat-
treatment. This increase in the hardness of the films can be attributed
to the precipitation of the Ni3P phase in the films.18,19 Both before
and after heat-treatment, the hardness of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT
composite films was higher than that of the Ni–P alloy film. These
results agree with those reported by Yang et al.14 and Wang et al.15

This increase in hardness is believed to be caused by dispersion

Figure 4. XRD patterns of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite film �a�
before and �b� after heat-treatment. MWCNT concentration in the plating
bath: 2 g dm−3.

Figure 5. Hardness of the Ni–P alloy film and Ni–P alloy–MWCNT com-
posite film before and after heat-treatment.
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hardening due to the MWCNTs. The hardnesses of the Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite films remained approximately constant with in-
creasing MWCNT content in the composite films.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the cycle number and
the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy and the Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite films before heat-treatment. The friction coef-
ficient of the Ni–P alloy film gradually increased with increasing
cycle number. In contrast, the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite films decreased rapidly at an early stage and
reached a steady value, indicating solid lubricity caused by the in-
trinsic solid lubricity of the MWCNTs.20,21 The friction coefficient
of the Ni–P alloy–1.2 mass % MWCNT composite film was higher
than that of the Ni–P alloy–0.7 mass % MWCNT composite film
and the Ni–P alloy–0.9 mass % MWCNT composite film. This trend
is different from that of the paper by Chen et al. in that the friction
coefficient decreased with increasing MWCNT content in the Ni–P
MWCNT composite film.22 The difference may be attributed to the
large clusters of MWCNTs in the composite film. We intend to in-
vestigate this effect in detail soon.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the cycle number and
the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy film and the Ni–P alloy-
MWCNT composite films after heat-treatment. Before heat-
treatment, the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy film increased
with increasing cycle number and that of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT
composite films gradually decreased and reached a steady value.
Thus, the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films exhibited solid lu-
bricity even after heat-treatment. The friction coefficient of the Ni–P
alloy–1.2 mass % MWCNT composite film was higher than that of
the Ni–P alloy–0.7 mass % MWCNT composite film and the Ni–P
alloy–0.9 mass % MWCNT composite film, as it was before heat-
treatment. At 50 cycles, the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite film was approximately 0.1–0.2, both before
and after heat-treatment. These results agree with papers on metal–
MWCNT composite films.12,15 This is because the friction coeffi-
cient of transversely aligned MWCNTs is about 0.1.23

Figure 8 shows the SEM images of worn surfaces of the Ni–P
alloy and the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films before and after
heat-treatment. MWCNTs were observed on the worn surface of the
Ni–P alloy-MWCNT composite film before and after heat treatment,
which implies that the MWCNTs act as a solid lubricant.

Figure 9 schematizes the solid lubrication of the Ni–P alloy–
MWCNT composite films.12 The MWCNTs were arranged ran-

Figure 6. Relationship between the cycle number and the friction coefficient
of the Ni–P alloy film and the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite film before
heat treatment.
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domly on the surface of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite film
before the wear test �Fig. 9a�. In this state, some of the MWCNTs
may remain vertically arranged with respect to the alumina ball, and
the friction coefficient may be high. In fact, the friction coefficient
of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite film was higher than that of
Ni–P alloy film in the early stage �Fig. 6 and 7�. Once the wear test
begins, the alumina ball scratches the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT compos-
ite film, and the surface, especially the Ni–P alloy matrix, is gradu-
ally deformed plastically. Consequently, the MWCNTs are gradually
repositioned transversely, resulting in a lower friction coefficient
�Fig. 9b�. Indeed, the friction coefficient of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT
composite film decreased with increasing number of cycles �Fig. 6
and 7�.

Conclusions

Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films were fabricated by elec-
trodeposition with MWCNTs homogeneously distributed throughout
the Ni–P alloy matrix. The most homogeneous composite film was

Figure 7. Relationship between the cycle number and the friction coefficient
of the Ni–P alloy film and the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite film after
heat-treatment.

Figure 8. �Color online� SEM images of worn surfaces: Ni–P alloy film �a�
before and �c� after heat-treatment and Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films
�b� before and �d� after heat-treatment. MWCNT concentration in the plating
bath is 2 g dm−3.
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fabricated with an MWCNT concentration of 2 g dm−3 in the bath.
The hardness of the composite film was higher than that of the Ni–P
alloy film, both before and after heat-treatment. However, the hard-
ness of the Ni–P alloy–MWCNT composite films remained approxi-
mately constant with increasing MWCNT content in the composite
films. The friction coefficients of the composite films were lower
than that of the Ni–P alloy film both before and after heat-treatment.
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